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Abstract

            Although many flow c ytometers can analyze 30–50 parameter s, it is still challenging to

             develop a 40+ color panel for the phenotyping of immune cells using fluorochrome conju-

           gated antibodies due to limitations in the availability of spec trally unique fluo rochromes

             that can be excited by the commonly used laser lines (UV, Violet, Blue, Green/Yellow-

          green, and Red). Spectral flowcytometry is capable of differentiating fluorochromes with

            significant overlap in the emission spectra, enabling the use of spectrally similar fluoro-

                chrome pairs such as Brilliant Blue 515 and FITC in a single panel. We have developed a

             43 col or panel to characterize most of the immune subsets within the peripheral immune

           system, inclu ding conve ntional T cells, unc onventional T cells such a s invariant natural

              killer T cells (iNKT), Gamma delt a (γδ) T-cell sub sets (TC R Vδ2, TCR Vγ9) and mucos al-

           associated invariant T cells (MAIT), B-cell subsets, natural killer (NK) cells, plasmacytoid

          dendritic cells, dendritic cell su bsets, hematopoietic progenitor cells, basophils, and inn ate

            lymphoid cell (ILC) subsets (CD117, CRTH2). The panel includes surface markers to ana-

        lyze activation (CD38, HLA-DR, ICOS/CD278), differentiation (CD45RA, CD27, CD28,

          CD57), expression of cytokine and chemokine receptors (CD25, CD127, CCR10, CCR6,

        CCR4, CXCR3, CXCR5, CRTH2/CD294), and co-inhibitory molecules an d exhaustio n

          (PD-1, CD223/LAG-3, TIGIT), which enables a deep characterization of PBMCs from

             peripheral blood. Cells were analyzed on a 5-laser Cytek Aurora and data analysis was

              done using FlowJo. This panel can help to make a thorough interpre tation of immune sys-

             tem, specifically when specimen quantity is low. The panel has not been c ompletely opti-

              mized but would rather act as a guide toward the development of a workflow for

   optimized multicolor immun ophenotypin g panel.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

        Flow cytometry is the most frequently used high-throughput single-cells

       analysis technology that enables characterization of highly heteroge-

          nous samples such as blood and bone marrow. Advancements in multi-

          color flow cytometry and cytometry by time of flight (CyTOF) have

         enabled researchers to perform deep phenotyping of immune cells with

         sufficient sensitivity and resolution that is necessary to monitor the

          immune system of patients with impaired immune system such as can-

         cer, autoimmune disorders, and so on and unravel the interaction

       between immune subsets. CyTOF technology have theoretical capabil-

          ity to detect approximately 130 isotopes, but most of the published

         research articles used 40–45 protein markers (maximum panel size of

            47; [1]) due to limitations in the availability of isotopes and signal spill-

        over (minimal levels compared to fluorochrome spillover) that exist

         between isotopes. Moreover, CyTOF has limitations such as low sample

          acquisition rate (around 1000 cells per second), and the destructive pro-

          cess prevents sorting of samples. Some of the major advantages of

          CyTOF are the ability to run panel with 40 45 protein markers,–

         barcoding for multiplexing samples, and the ability to cryopreserve sam-

        ples after staining. On the other hand, traditional fluorochrome-based

           flow cytometry is limited to 40 protein markers as per recent publica-

          tions [2]. Even though there are more than 100 fluorochromes available

           for use in flow cytometry, most of them share same excitation and

          emission maximum, which limit the ability to use them in combination

           within a single panel. But, there are major benefits compared to CyTOF

            such as high event rates (up to 100,000 events per second) and the

         availability of instruments that allow sorting of unique target cells.

         Spectral flow cytometry eliminates some of the drawbacks of tra-

        ditional flow cytometry by measuring the complete emission spectrum

        and later unmixing the spectrum to identify individual fluorochromes.

         This enables the use of fluorochromes with similar excitation and

           emission maximum in a single panel which, in turn, increases the num-

           ber of protein markers that can be analyzed. The most common exam-

            ples are, the ability to use combinations such as BV421 Pacific Blue,–

           BV480 SYTOX Blue, eFluor506 BV510, Brilliant Blue 515 FITC,– – –

           PerCP Brilliant Blue 700 PerCP-eFluor710, CF555 PE CF568,– – – –

           PE/Dazzle594 CF594 PE-Alexa Fluor 610, and APC Alexa Fluor– – –

           647 that are not possible with traditional flow cytometry. But the use

       of such spectrally similar fluorochrome combinations need careful

        panel designing and only few combinations will provide satisfactory

  resolution of markers.

       The immunophenotyping panel presented in this study uses

         42 surface markers and a viability stain to comprehensively character-

          ize human PBMCs, covering more than 130 distinct cell populations in

         human peripheral blood including all major immune cell subsets and

       hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), by spectral flow cytometry.

  M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

        Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from healthy donor, pur-

        chased from iQBiosciences (Berkeley, CA), were used as samples.

         Veri-Cells PBMC (Biolegend, San Diego, CA) was used for titrations,

         when applicable. Stain Buffer (FBS) (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA)

         was used for washing and resuspending cells, unless mentioned other-

        wise. AbC Total Antibody Compensation Bead Kit (Invitrogen, Wal-

         tham, MA) was used for creating fluorochrome reference controls in

        Cytek SpectroFlo software (Cytek Biosciences, Fremont, CA), for all

          the antibodies used in the study. Reference control for SYTOX Blue

          Dead Stain was created using PBMCs. The antibodies used in the

          study are listed in Table 1. Antibody master mix contained Brilliant

         Stain Buffer Plus (BD Biosciences) to alleviate staining artifacts. Mix-

          n-Stain CF Dye Antibody Labeling Kits for CF514 and CF594 were

         purchased from Biotium (CA) and conjugated to CRTH2 and CD1c

       antibodies, respectively, as per instructions from kit manufacturer.

        Titration experiments were carried out to determine the antibody

        concentration providing highest stain index. To reduce the spillover

         and increase resolution of markers in multicolor sample staining, most

        of the antibodies needed reduction in concentrations calculated based

  on single stains.

      The study used commercially available human PBMCs

       (iQBiosciences). The company had lawfully obtained samples from

          healthy donors and it was approved by an Institutional Review Board

         (IRB) or Human Subject Committee. The company had obtained a

         signed and witnessed consent form from donor volunteers prior to

   starting the collection protocol.

    Staining and acquisition of samples

     For each staining, 1 10×
6       PBMCs were used. PBMCs were thawed as

         per standard protocols and incubated with Human TruStain FcX Fc

      Receptor Blocking Solution (Biolegend) and True-Stain Monocyte

        Blocker (Biolegend) for 10 min. Pretitrated volumes of antibodies

             were prepared as a master mix and mixed with PBMCs in the wells of

         a Laminar Wash 96-well plate (Curiox Biosystems Co., Ltd, Seoul,

            South Korea). The final volume in each well was 30 l and incubated

            for 40 min at room temperature in dark. Then, the cells were washed

          by laminar flow using the Curiox Laminar Wash System HT1000 for

         nine cycles. Subsequently, the cells were resuspended in stain buffer

          (FBS) containing SYTOX Blue Dead Cell Stain and transferred to regu-

          lar 96-well U bottom plate for acquisition in Cytek Aurora flow

            cytometer (5-laser; 355 nm, 405 nm, 488 nm, 561 nm, and 640 nm)

         using the SpectroFlo Software v2.2.0.2. The cells were unmixed using

      the stored reference controls, with autofluorescence extraction

          option enabled. To reduce the unmixing errors, we had compared the

          spectrum of the single stain reference controls to the expected spec-

         trum profile provided by Cytek Full Spectrum Viewer (at https://

       spectrum.cytekbio.com). The plots used for the gating strategy

          (Figure 1) did not show any significant unmixing errors. The unmixed

       FCS files were used for further data analysis.

          Seven technical replicates (all taken from same vial of PMBC) of

           the sample were stained. flowAI [3] was run on all samples with

          default setting to check for variations in flow rate, signal acquisition,

            and dynamic range, and events that are marked as high quality by the
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                       T A B L E 1 List of antibodies used in the study. Cell viability was determined using SYTOX Blue Dead Cell Stain, which is also included in

 the list

Sl

no

Excitation

 laser Fluorochrome

Emission

       Max (nm) Detector Marker Manufacturer Cataloge no Clone

         1 355 nm BUV395 395 UV2 CD45RA BD 740298 HI100

        2 DyLight 350 432 UV6 Fc RI NovusBio NBP1-43278UV AER-37ε

       3 BUV496 496 UV7 CD16 BD 612944 3G8

        4 BUV563 563 UV9 TCR V 9 BD 748863 B3γ

        5 BUV615 615 UV10 TCR V 24-J 18 BD 751563 6B11α α

       6 BUV661 661 UV11 CD11c BD 612967 B-ly6

       7 BUV737 737 UV14 CD56 BD 612766 NCAM16.2

        8 BUV805 805 UV16 TCR V 2 BD 748580 B6δ

          9 405 nm BV421 421 V1 PD1 (CD279) BD 562516 EH12

        10 Pacific Blue 452 V3 CD38 Biolegend 356628 HB-7

       11 SYTOX Blue 480 V5 Viability Thermo S34857

       12 BV480 478 V5 IgD BD 566138 IA6-2

        13 eFluor506 506 V7 CD223 (LAG-3) Thermo 69-2239-42 3DS223H

       14 BV510 510 V7 CCR4 BD 563,066 1G1

        15 BV570 570 V8 HLA DR Biolegend 307638 L243

       16 BV605 605 V10 CD28 BD 742527 L293

        17 BV650 650 V11 CXCR3 (CD183) BD 740603 1C6/

CXCR3

        18 BV711 711 V13 CCR6 (CD196) BD 563923 11A9

        19 BV750 750 V14 CXCR5 (CD185) BD 747111 RF8B2

       20 BV786 785 V15 TIGIT BD 747838 741,182

         21 488 nm BB515 515 B1 CCR10 BD 564769 1B5

       22 FITC 520 B2 CD57 BD 555619 NK-1

       23 CF514 548 B3 CRTH2 (CD294) Biolegend 350102

(unconjugated)

BM16

       24 PerCP 676 B8 CD34 Biolegend 328642 H43A

        25 BB700 695 B9 TCR V 7.2 BD 749483 OF-5A12α

        26 PerCP Cy5.5 695 B9 CD141 Biolegend 344112 M80

 27 PerCP

eFluor710

      710 B10 TCR Thermo 46-9959-42 B1.1γδ

       28 BB790-P 790 B14 CD8 BD Custom HIT8a

          29 561 nm PE 578 YG1 ICOS (CD278) BD 557802 DX29

       30 CF568 584 YG2 CD4 Biotium BNC680206-500 C4/206

        31 PE Dazzle594 610 YG3 CD24 Biolegend 311134 ML5

      32 CF594 615 YG3 CD1c Biolegend 331502

(unconjugated)

L161

         33 PE-AF 610 607 YG4 CD19-PE AF610 Thermo MHCD1922 SJ25-C1

       34 PE-Cy5 667 YG5 CD10 BD 555376 HI10a

       35 PE-Cy5.5 694 YG7 CD117 NovusBio NBP1-43358PECY55 YB5.B8

         36 PE Cy7 785 YG9 CD25 (IL-2R ) BD 557741 M-A251α

         37 640 nm APC 660 R1 CD27 BD 561400 M-T271

       38 AF647 667 R2 CD161 Biolegend 339910 HP-3G10

  39 Spark NIR

685

     685 R3 CD14 Biolegend 367150 63D3

(Continues)
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           algorithm was used for further analysis. All FCS files were gated on

            single, live cells and concatenated to a single FCS file, which was used

        for manual gating, dimensionality reduction (UMAP and opt-SNE) and

      clustering (FlowSOM) analysis. For clustering and dimensionality

         reduction analysis all 42 surface markers were selected. UMAP [4]

          was run with default settings while for opt-SNE [5], Perplexity was

          increased to 50 to achieve optimal clustering. FlowSOM [6] was run

            with SOM grid size 30 30 and number of meta clusters 45.×

   Manual gating of samples

           Initially, the PBMCs were identified based on the FSC and SSC param-

          eters. Doublets were removed and single cells were selected by ana-

          lyzing FSC pulse area versus width. RBCs were removed by plotting

        side-scatter from 488 nm laser (SSC-B) versus side-scatter from

           405 nm laser (SSC). RBCs were found to have higher SSC-B along

          with low SSC when compared to PBMCs. Live cells were then

         selected using SYTOX Blue Dead Cell Stain. Monocytes were identi-

         fied based on the expression of CD14 (CD14 + CD3-CD56-CD19-

         CD123-HLA-DR+) following the gating strategy of Shikuma et al. [7]

        and were subsequently divided into three subsets; classical (CD14
+

+
CD16

−

  ), intermediate (CD14
++/+

CD16
+

   ), and nonclassical monocytes

(CD14 +CD16++   ). T (CD3+    ) and B (CD19 +      ) cells were gated from non-

      monocyte population generated by a Boolean gate.

CD3 +         T cells were analyzed to gate unconventional T-cells subsets

 γδ T (TCRγδ +       ) cells, followed by MAIT (TCR Vα7.2 +CD161+   ), iNKT (TCR

Vα24 -J α18+  TCR Vβ11+         ), and the rema ining conventional T cells. The con-

        ventional T cells were further gated to identify CD4+  helper, CD8+ cyto-

          toxic, double negative, and double positive T cells. Regulatory T cells

     (Tregs) were identified within the CD4
+

helper cells as CD25
high

CD127
low

   cells. Th subsets (Th 1—CCR4
−

CXCR3
+

CCR10
−

CCR6
+

, Th2—CCR4
+

CXCR3
−

CCR10
−

CCR6
−

, Th9—CCR6+CCR4
−

, Th 17—CCR4+CXCR3
−

CCR10
−

CCR6+ , Th22 —CCR6+CCR4+CCR10+, and TFH—CXCR5 +) within

           the n on-Treg CD4 cells were gated based on the expression of cytokine

         receptors [8]. CCR4, CXCR3, and CCR6 expre ssion wer e analyzed in

     Tregs to identify Th-like lineages (Th 2   like – CCR4+CCR6−CXCR3−, Th17

  like – CCR4 +CCR6 +CXCR3−, Th1   like – CCR4+CCR6+CXCR3−, and Th1/17

  like – CCR 4+ CCR6 +CXCR3+          ) as described by Halim et al. [9]. We have

          used CD45RA along with the costimulatory molecule CD27 to classify T-

  cell subsets (γδT cells, iNKT, MAIT, CD4
+

 and CD8
+

  ) into various

     differentiation stages such as naïve (CD27−CD45RA−   ), central memory

 (CM; CD27+CD45RA−     ), effector memory (EM; CD27−CD45RA−  ), and

       effector memory T cells that re-express CD45RA (CD27−CD45RA+;

          EMRA). Activ ation status of various T-cell subsets was monitored by eval-

          uating the expression of CD38, HLA-DR, ICOS, CD25, and CD127. T-cell

           exhaustion was evaluated based on the expression of PD1 and TIGIT. T-

          cell senescence was determined by the up regulation of CD57 and loss

 of CD28.

  Within the CD19+        B cells, transitional B cells were identified as

CD10+ IgD+ CD38+     [10], plasmablast cells as CD10−CD27 + CD38+ and

    regulatory B cells as CD10−CD24 HICD38HI    [11]. Expression of CD27

      and IgD was used to classify CD10
−

    B cells into: naïve (IgD
+

CD27
−

),

   switched memory B (IgD
−

CD27
+

     ; SM B), nonswitched memory B

(IgD
+

CD27
+

          ; NSM B), and IgD and CD27 double negative B cells

(IgD
−

CD27
−

  ; DN B).

  Dendritic cells (CD11c + HLA-DR+     ) were selected from the

CD14
−

CD3
−

CD19
−

       (nonmonocyte, T, B) cells and further gated to

 identify CD141 +    conventional DC1 (cDC1), CD1c+  conventional DC2

 (cDC2), CD16 +    conventional DC, and CD141
−

CD1c
−

CD16
−

conven-

        tional DC [12]. Afterward, plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC; HLA-

DR
+

CD123
+

   ) and basophils (HLA-DR
−

CD123
+

Fc RIε
+

  ) were gated

          from the remaining cells (nonmonocyte, T, B, DC cells), followed by

         NK cells, which were gated into the early NK (CD16
−

CD56
++

 ), mature

 NK (CD16 +CD56+     ), and terminal NK (CD16++CD56
−

  ) subsets. The

         remaining (nonmonocyte, T, B, DC, pDC, basophil, NK) cells were

  gated into CD34+   cells and CD34
−

Fc RIε
−

   subset. The latter subset

         which is negative for lineage markers (CD14, CD3, CD19, CD11c,

          HLA-DR, CD123, CD16, CD56, CD34, and Fc RI) was used to gateε

CD127 +         innate lymphoid cells (ILC), which was further gated into

 ILC1 (CD117−  , CRTH2−   ), ILC2 (CD117−  , CRTH2+    ), and ILC3 (CD117 +,

CRTH2
−

       ) subsets [13]. Hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) were

  identified as CD34
+

CD38
−

cells.

  R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

         Our data demonstrate that 40+ color panels are possible with

        fluorochrome-based flow cytometry even though the marker and fluo-

         rochrome selection and pairing are a tedious, but feasible task.

            Figure 1 shows the manual gating strategy for the 43 color panel used

         in this study while Figure S1(A) shows most relevant fluorescence

  T A B L E 1 (Continued)

Sl

no

Excitation

 laser Fluorochrome

Emission

       Max (nm) Detector Marker Manufacturer Cataloge no Clone

         40 APC R700 704 R4 CD127 (IL-7R ) BD 565185 HIL-7R-α

M21

       41 AF700 719 R4 CD123-AF700 Biolegend 306040 6H6

        42 APC-Vio770 775 R7 TCR V 11 Miltenyi 130-108-735 REA559β

       43 APCFire810 794 R8 CD3 Biolegend 344858 SK7
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         minus one (FMO) control. Monocytes were initially gated from the

            live, single cells in a multiple step gating sequence to enable the selec-

         tion of CD14 dim monocytes. Overlay of manually gated monocytes

         and fluorescence intensities of CD14 and CD16 on opt-SNE plot

           showed that the gating does not include other cell types (Figure S1

           (B)). Due to the use of serial gating to define monocytes, non-

         monocyte population was created by a Boolean gate excluding the

        monocyte population from live single cells. Other immune subsets

                    F I G U R E 1 Manual gating strategy for the identification of 131 immune subsets from PBMCs. Live, single cells from seven technical replicates

                      were concatenated to a single FCS file before gating. Bregs, regulatory B cells; CM, central memory; DC, dendritic cells; DP, double positive; EM,

                  effector memory; EMRA, effector memory re-expressing RA; ILC, innate lymphoid cells; Neg, negative; Pos, positive; Tregs, regulatory T cells;

      pDC, plasmacytoid dendritic cells; SP, single positive
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         were gated from this nonmonocyte population. As our study used

           healthy donor PBMCs only, ICOS and LAG-3 did not have a significant

          number of positive events. The manual gating shows that all other

         immune subsets were resolved in a satisfactory manner. Even though,

         the panel used fluorochromes with very similar emission spectra, the

       positive populations have satisfactory resolution when compared to

    single stained cells (Figure S2).

         Heatmap overlay of all the 43 fluorochromes as well as

        autofluorescence (AF) of the cells extracted by SpectroFlo software

            on opt-SNE plot is shown in Figure S3. All the individual seven techni-

          cal replicates were overlaid on opt-SNE plot (Figure S1(C)). The figure

           shows that all the clusters contain a similar proportion of each sample

       that indicates reproducible staining. The major immune subsets

         obtained by manual gating were overlaid on opt-SNE and UMAP

        dimensionality reduction plots (Figure S1(D)) and all the subsets

          formed well defined clusters on both DR plots. The opt-SNE and

       UMAP plots show that the dimensionality reduction visualizations

          were able to separate relatively minor populations such as DC and

          ILC, but their subsets (e.g., CD141+ DCs, CD1c+ DCs, CD16+ DCs,

          ILC1, ILC2, ILC3) cannot be resolved into separate clusters. If identifi-

            cation of rare subsets is of importance manual gating by an expert is

          the best choice, although it requires more effort and hands-on time.

           FlowSOM is one of the few clustering algorithms that allows to pro-

        vide expected number of clusters while other clustering algorithms

          like Phenograph identify number of clusters based on the K value.

          Phenograph (detecting only 32 clusters with this data set; data not

          shown) and FlowSOM (with 45 Meta Clusters) does not identify those

         smaller subsets (Figure S1(E)). Instead, large immune subsets like CD4+

             and CD8+ T cells were divided into smaller clusters. This is one of the

   limitations of automated algorithms.

         Using the uniqueness score of the fluorochrome full spectrum emis-

        sion signature , the SpectroFl o software calcula tes a Similarity Index

       Matrix (SIM), which reflects the fluorochrome combina tion compatibility.

          The value 0 indicates th e absence of spectral simila rity between fluor o-

         chromes while value 1 indicates identical spectr al signature. Recent publi-

           cation by Park et al. [2] shows that fluorochrome pairs with similarity

           index value of 0.98 or less can be ac curately unmixed using appropriate

          single-stained reference controls. Our 43 color panel had a over all Com-

          plexity Index of 99.51 (Figur e S4(A)), with three fluor ochrome pairs (FITC

           – – –BB515; PerCP Cy5.5 BB700; AF700 APC-R700) with SIM above

          0.9 but below 0.98. The panel was designed to avoid co-expressing

       markers with fluorochrome combinations with higher simila rity index,

           which can reduce the impact on mar ker resolution. Out of 903 possible

        combinations, only 56 fluorochrome combinations had a similarity index

         above 0.5. The staining of th ree fluorochrome combinations wit h highest

          similarity index on all live cells are shown in Figure S4(B).

        OMIP-58 [14] and OMIP-44 [15] are highly optimized multicolor

         panels that utilizes 28 30 parameters to thoroughly phenotype the T–

        cell and dendritic cell compartment within human PBMCs. OMIP-63

           [16] is a 27 color panel that enables broad phenotyping of human

         innate like lymphocytes, conventional T cells and B cells. OMIP-64

         [17] was designed to characterize human NK cells, innate lymphoid

         cells, unconventional, and conventional T cells in the context of

        immune response toward vaccination using 26 markers. Some of

        these panels together can characterize almost entire cellular subsets

         of human PBMCs. But the complexity of running several panels/tubes

         to characterize entire cellular subsets would require more sample and

           some data is lost as the marker expression details comes from differ-

       ent staining tubes. OMIP-69 enables in-depth characterization of

       human PBMCs including monocytes, basophils. NK cells, dendritic

             cells, innate lymphoid cells, B cells, and T cells (CD4, CD8, and T)γδ

           using a 40 color panel that utilizes the capabilities of spectral flow

           cytometry. Our 43 color panels further pushes the limits of this tech-

           nology to enable the use of three more additional markers to include

        more subsets of unconventional T cells and hematopoietic progenitor

         cells. This panel shares several markers with the 28-color conventional

           T cell, unconventional T cells and NK cells specific OMIP-58, and the

       28-color human dendritic cell compartment specific OMIP-44. Also,

          the panel includes selected markers from both OMIPs and few B-cell

         specific markers from OMIP-47 [18] to enable identification of mono-

           cytes and their subsets, B cells and their subsets, dendritic cells and

        their subsets, and plasmacytoid dendritic cells along with conventional

        and unconventional T-cell subsets. The addition of cytokine receptors

         from OMIP-17 [8] enables the identification of Th-like subsets within

  the non-Treg CD4+       T cells and Treg populations. Additional markers

          in our panel enables the identification of innate lymphoid cells and

       their subsets, hematopoietic progenitor cells and basophils. Although

            our panel was optimized to stain 1 million PBMCs, the use of laminar

           wash technology enabled us to stain as low as 2.5 10×
5

 cells and

           obtain similar data (data not shown). This panel covers most of the

         immune subsets within the peripheral immune system that will be

       helpful to make comprehensive understanding of immune system,

       especially with low-quantity specimen obtained from patients. The

          limitation of this work includes the lack of benchmarking of cellular

          subsets and validations. This work aims to showcase that this panel

        opens up a possibility to use fluorochrome-based methodology for

         extremely high-dimensional flow cytometry. The panel can serve as a

      guide to understand fluorochrome-marker combinations that can

           work in spectral flow cytometry and can lead the way toward the

      development of an optimized multicolor immunophenotyping panel.
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